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Wear prediction of die coating in strip ironing by Finite Element
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ABSTRACT – This paper presented a method to
predict wear of the die coatings in strip ironing process
by using finite element simulation. This method
calculated the wear depth of the die coatings in each
cycle of the strip ironing process. TiN and CrN coatings
were investigated. The number of cycles until reaching
die coating thickness was also determined. In this study,
TiN provided lower wear depth and higher number of
cycles.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The recent trend in automotive industry is the
increased use of Advanced High Strength Steel (AHSS)
due to its high strength-to-density ratio. However, this
material generates high stress during stamping,
particularly in the thinning area of the sheet. This leads
to tool wear and reduced tool life. Tool surface coatings
are normally used to solve the problem. As a result, it is
crucial to be able to predict wear of tool coating in order
to obtain optimized coatings and forming conditions,
particularly for strip ironing of AHSS.
Several research groups [1-5] carried out strip
ironing experiments to investigate the friction and wear
behaviors under different conditions. General guidelines
for materials and forming conditions could be achieved
through the experiments. In order to predict tool wear,
many researchers [6-11] also developed different
models and techniques to predict friction and wear in
sheet metal forming, particularly by using finite element
(FE) simulation. Generally, the results of stresses were
analyzed to predict tool wear in the FE simulation of a
forming cycle. However, in order to determine wear of
die coatings, the wear amounts occurring in each
forming cycle should be considered.
Thus, this paper provided a method to predict die
coating wear in each strip ironing cycle by using the FE
simulation. Two types of die coatings were examined
(TiN and CrN). The number of strip ironing cycles that
could be carried out until reaching die coating thickness
was determined and compared between the two
coatings.
2.

moved downward with 0.1 mm/s sliding velocity for
100 mm. The punch was modelled as a rigid body and
the die and sheet were modelled as deformable bodies.
The material properties are presented in Table 1. Note
that E is the Young’s Modulus and Y is the yield
strength. The arctangent friction model was selected for
all the interfaces and the friction coefficient value was
set to be 0.3.

METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 shows the FE simulation setup and steps
of the one-sided strip ironing. The 2D non-linear plane
strain structural approach was selected. The punch was
__________
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Figure 1 FE simulation the strip ironing: (a) model setup
(b) strip ironing steps.
Table 1 Materials properties used in the FE simulation.
Materials
E (N/mm2)
Y (N/mm2)
Sheet

22,300

777

Die (TiN)

60,000

1,200

Die (CrN)

31,000

1,200

In order to obtain the wear depth for each forming
cycle (𝑊), Equation 1 was used.

𝑊 = 𝑘𝜎𝑉𝑡𝑐

(1)

Where 𝑘 is the specific wear rate, 𝜎 is the mean
contact pressure, 𝑉 is the relative velocity, and 𝑡𝑐 is the
mean total time per cycle. Table 2 presents the specific
wear rate and coating thickness (ℎ) of the tested
coatings.
In this study, 𝑉 was set to be 0.1 mm/s. In each
strip ironing cycle, the FE simulation generated 𝜎
values, which could be used to obtain 𝑊. In order to
obtain the number of cycles (𝑁) until reaching coating
thickness, Equation 2 was used.
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Table 2 Specific wear rate and coating thickness.
Die Coatings
𝒌 (m2/N)
𝒉 (𝝁m)
TiN

1.96 x 10

-16

CrN

5.70 x 10

-16

1.13
4.00

ℎ

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table 3 provides a summary of wear depth per
cycle and total number of cycles until reaching coating
thickness.
Table 3 Wear depth per cycle and number of cycles until
reaching coating thickness.
Die Coatings
𝑾 (nm)
𝑵
TiN

0.75

1,516

CrN

33.6

119

It could be clearly seen that TiN provided lower
wear depth per cycle and higher number of cycles until
reaching coating thickness than CrN did. This could be
due to the fact that TiN had a lower specific wear rate.
The results demonstrated that the coating having low
specific wear rate led to the increased number of strip
ironing cycles. The obtained wear depth per cycle could
be used to select appropriate coating types to reduce
wear and increase tool life. The number of strip ironing
cycles that could be performed until reaching the die
coating thickness was also helpful to determine when to
carry out surface treatments or tool replacements.
Nevertheless, other major factors that are
influential to friction and wear in strip ironing should
also be considered, for instances, sheet thickness
reduction ratio, sliding velocity, contact pressure,
lubrication, and temperature. Most importantly, the FE
simulation results must be confirmed with the
experiments in order to validate and improve the
method used in this study.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

This study calculated wear depth per cycle and
number of cycles until reaching die coating thickness of
TiN and CrN coatings in the strip ironing process by
using FE simulation. The results showed that TiN
provided lower wear depth per cycle and higher number
of cycles until reaching die coating thickness due to its
lower specific wear rate. The experimental investigation
is currently being carried out to validate the presented
wear depth calculation method.
5.
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